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meRRY ChRisTmas  
anD happY neW YeaR!

The Head of the Russian Imperial House, H.I.H. 
the Grand Duchess Maria of Russia, and H.I.H. the 
Heir, Tsesarevich, and Grand Duke George of Russia 
extend their heartfelt thanks to all their countrymen 
and to friends of Russia around the word, who 
have sent them their holiday greetings, and likewise 
send greetings for a Merry Christmas and Happy 
New Year in 2017, wishing everyone good health, 
happiness, spiritual strength, and God’s help in all 
their endeavours.

Grand Duchess Maria also warmly thanks all those 
who have sent birthday greetings. The Grand Duchess 
and the Grand Duke express their fervent hope that the commemorations in the 
coming year of the 100th anniversary of the Russian Revolution and the tragic 
events of the 20th century that the Revolution unleashed will serve not as a 
source of new strife, accusations, or hardening of hearts, but as an occasion 
for an objective assessment of the past, an opportunity to foster a spirit of 
reconciliation and mutual forgiveness, and a moment to reflect upon and 
recognize the ideas and experiences we together share now and going forward 
into the future, on the basis of the ancient heritage of our great country.

2016-12-25. The head of the Romanoff expresses her condolences on the loss of life in the crash 
 of the Russian military aircraft near sochi

FRom The heaD oF The Russian impeRial house
it was with enormous sorrow that i learned of the news of the crash of the Russian military 

transport airplane, with the loss of 92 of our fellow citizens.
i and my son and heir, the Grand Duke George of Russia, express our deepest condolences to the 

families and friends of the victims of this tragedy. We pray for the repose of the souls of those who 
lost their lives, and that God will grant strength and comfort to their families and friends. i had the 
pleasure of knowing many of the victims personally, and i knew from many of our friends in Russia 
of the accomplishments and service of many others on board this flight. all who perished were 
gifted and talented people, deeply concerned about the suffering of others, courageous, charitable, 
and utterly selfless.

May the Lord Grant them rest in his Kingdom! 
H.I.H. the Grand Duchess Maria of Russia

Madrid, December 12/25, 2016



Caring for the needs of a young girl in aleppo, 
syria, who lost her legs; sending humanitarian 
aid to the people of syria and the Donbass, 
educational projects, citizen diplomacy with the 
nations of the near east—these are some of the 
topics recently raised at a meeting of the moscow 
Branch of the imperial orthodox palestine society 
(iops). 

The greetings from the head of the house 
of Romanoff, h.i.h. the Grand Duchess maria 
of Russia, honorary member of the iops, were 
conveyed by the Director of the Chancellery of 

Alexander N. Zakatov, Director of the Chancellery 
of the Head of the Russian Imperial House, 
conveyed the greetings of H.I.H. the Grand 
Duchess Maria of Russia to the Annual General 
Meeting of the Moscow Branch of the Imperial 
Orthodox Palestine Society, which took place 
on December 1, 2016, in the Central House of 
Scientists in Moscow. 

the head of the Russian imperial house, alexander 
n. Zakatov. in his remarks, mr. Zakatov stressed 
that the historical ties between the Russian imperial 
house and the iops are continuing today and 
expanding in useful ways. This year is the tenth year 
since the Grand Duchess was named an honorary 
member of the iops. in turn, the Grand Duchess 
since then has acknowledged the service and 
sacrifices of the leaders and members of the iops 
with the awarding of imperial awards and orders. 
But these symbolic expressions of mutual respect 
pale in significance to the morale support given to 
the much more important charity, educational and 
historic preservation work that both the imperial 
house and the iops are together engaged in.



2016-12-06. The Imperial Order of St. Anna is awarded to 
Metropolitan Kirill of Ekaterinburg and Verkhotur’e 

By decree of the head of the Russian imperial house, 
her imperial highness the Grand Duchess maria of Russia, 
metropolitan Kirill of ekaterinburg and Verkhotur’e has been 
invested into the imperial order of st. anna. his eminence 
received this honour in recognition of his dedicated service 
to the Russian orthodox Church and his fervent veneration of 
the holy Royal passion-Bearers.

The investiture ceremony, during which the devices of 
the order were presented to his eminence, took place on 
December 6, 2016, on the feast day of st. alexander nevsky 
and st. mitrofan of Voronezh, in the metropolitan’s residence. 
The devices of the order of st. anna ii Class was presented to 
his eminence by the advisor to the Director of the Chancellery 
of the head of the Russian imperial house, hieromonk nikon (Velavenets). present at the ceremony were 
his eminence archbishop alexander of Baku and azerbaijan; his Grace Bishop nikodim of edinets and 
Brichansk; his Grace Bishop innokentii of nizhny Tagil and serov; archimandrite alexander (Zarkeshev), 
who serves parishes in iran, afghanistan, and the united arab emirates; and also other clergy of the 
ekaterinburg eparchy. at this same time, the 5th anniversary of the formation of the metropolitanate of 
ekaterinburg was also celebrated.

last year saw a number of important 
events that involved both the leadership 
of the iops and members of the Russian 
imperial house. These events include, for 
example, the unveiling of a bust of the holy 
Royal passion-Bearer emperor nicholas 
ii in Yevpatoria, which was attended by 
Grand Duchess maria, Grand Duke George, 
and s. V. stepashin, the chairman of the 
iops; the visit of Grand Duke George to 
Ryazan, where he met with metropolitan 
mark of Ryazan and mikhailovsk (the vice-
chairman of the iops) and with whom he 
and members of h.i.h.’s Chancellery visited 
a regional hospital; and the participation 
of members of the Chancellery in the 
celebrations of the 70th birthday of the 
vice-chairman of the iops, n. n. lisovyi.



On December 16, 2016, The imperial Foundation for Cancer Research presented a new ambulance to 
the st. petersburg pediatric medical university.

In may 2016, h.i.h. the Grand Duke George of Russia visited the st. petersburg state pediatric medical 
university. During his visit, he met with the Rector, professor D. o. ivanov, and with staff and students. 
his imperial highness gave his hosts a detailed history of the imperial Foundation and its operations and 
goals today. 

The Grand Duke also paid a visit to the Children’s Clinical hospital in the university, the largest of 
its kind in Russia. This is a leading multi-care Federal medical facility that has become a vital research 
center and which is building upon the foundations laid by the centuries-old tradition of pediatric medical 
care in the city and region of st. petersburg and leningrad. it includes centers for diagnostics and 
consultation, perinatal care, and more than 20 specialized in-patient care units. During his meeting with 
his imperial highness, the Rector of the university asked his imperial highness for help acquiring the 
resources to purchase a new ambulance for the hospital. The Grand Duke immediately agreed to help 
resolve this problem. on new Year’s eve, this promise was fulfilled, and today the st. petersburg state 
pediatric medical university now has that ambulance.

Primary state registration number: 
1147800003482
Tax reference number: 7840291140 
Legal address:
191186 st. petersburg,
Kazanskaya ul., d. 7, lit. А, office 2
tel.: + 7 812 4161330,
e-mail: imperialfund.press@gmail.com

The Imperial Foundation  

for the Cancer Research 



The imperial Foundation was established in 2014.
Despite the tragic history of the imperial house of Romanoff, the present members of the dynasty 

remain committed to supporting the people of Russia. The imperial Foundation for Cancer Research 
supports young cancer researchers, funds various programs aimed at finding new treatments, and 
organizes and hosts research conferences that bring Russian medical professionals together with those 
of other countries for the purpose of exchanging information and sharing experiences with various 
treatment methods. The Foundation also helps bring Russian clinicians to the usa on internships, as 
well as other forms of professional development. The work of the Foundation helps improve the health 
and treatment outcomes of cancer patients all across Russia. 

Courtesy Visit
Kirill Kirillovich nemirovich-Danchenko, advisor for 

Relations with state and Civic organizations of the Russian 
Federation to the Chancellery of the head of the Russian 
imperial house, h.i.h. the Grand Duchess maria of Russia, 
recently met with his eminence metropolitan aleksei of Tula 
and efremov in the Diocesan administration Building. his 
eminence expressed his deep respect for the Grand Duchess 
and shared his warm memories of meeting the head of the 
Russian imperial house 10 years ago during her visit to Tula. 
metropolitan aleksei expressed his hope to work together with 
the imperial house on a range of projects.

Kirill Kirillovich nemirovich-Danchenko presented his 
eminence a copy of the three-volume work edited by alexander 
n. Zakatov, Director of her imperial highness’s Chancellery, 
entitled The holy mountain, the orthodox Church, and 
the house of Romanoff in exile, which contains rare and 
unpublished documents on the history of relations between the 
orthodox Church and the house of Romanoff, drawn from the 
archive of the house of Romanoff.

At the presentation ceremony of the new ambulance were present: the General Director of the imperial 
Foundation for Cancer Research, archpriest alexander Tkachenko and the Rector of the st. petersburg 
state pediatric medical university, professor D. o. ivanov. also attending were the doctors and staff of 
the university, medical students and journalists—all of whom were able to inspect the new ambulance 
that had just been delivered to them, with the help of the Grand Duke.

“We thank the imperial Foundation for Cancer Research and his imperial highness for this gift. every 
year we treat upwards of 100,000 children. With that number of patients, this new ambulance was truly 
needed,” the Rector said. 

2016-12-19 The head of the house of Romanoff offers her condolences on the murder  
of the Russian ambassador to Turkey, andrei Gennadievich Karlov

From the Head of The Russian Imperial House
I was shocked to learn the news of the murder of andrei Gennadievich Karlov, the Russian 

ambassador to Turkey.
I and my son, the Grand Duke George of Russia, extend our deepest condolences to ambassador 

Karlov’s family, friends, and colleagues. We pray fervently for the repose of the soul of this exemplary 
servant of Russia, killed so viciously in the line of duty.

I hope that this heinous crime will be fully investigated by authorities, and that all those responsible 
for aiding and abetting this act of terrorism will be apprehended and swiftly brought to justice.

H.I.H. the Grand Duchess Maria of Russia 
Madrid, December 19, 2016



2017-01-09. The Birthday  
of the Head of the Russian Imperial 

House is marked by a Service  
at Epiphany Cathedral in Moscow 

On December 23, 2016, a service was held at epiphany 
Cathedral in Yelokhovo in moscow to mark the birthday 
of the head of the Russian imperial house, her imperial 
highness the Grand Duchess maria of Russia. The moleben 
service took place in the Chapel of the annunciation, where 
the grave of patriarch aleksei ii of moscow and all Russia, of 
blessed memory, is located.

The service was officiated by the rector of the cathedral, 
mitred archpriest alexander ageikin. Concelebrating with 
Fr. alexander was archpriest pavel Koniukhov, of the 
Church of our lady of the sign in pereiaslavkaya sloboda, 
hieromon nikon (levachev-Belavenets), a member of 
h.i.h.’s Chancellery, and protodeacon evgenii Trofimov, 
who serves at epiphany Cathedral. 

In his homily before the beginning of the service, Fr. 
alexander ageikin spoke about the important work that 
the Russian imperial house does on behalf of the nation, 

stressing in particular the role patriarch aleksei ii played in helping to reintroduce the house of Romanoff 
into the social and cultural life of Russia.

Attending the service were members of the Chancellery of the head of the Russian imperial house, 
led by the Director, alexander n. Zakatov; the secretary of the Knights’ Council of the imperial military 
order of st. nicholas the Wonderworker, Colonel o. V. Kuzetsov, and one of the oldest members of the 
order, Colonel V. p. poterukhin; a delegation of the Russian nobility association, led by its president, o. 
V. shcherbachev; members of the organization “For Faith and Fatherland,” led by the Vice-Chairman of 
the Board of Directors, a. V. Kulyomin; the president of the international slavic academy of sciences, 
education, arts, and Culture, s. n. Baburin; the Chairman of the charitable foundation “Russkaya 
Beryoza,” o. m. Garnaeva; the president of the society for Russian-Georgian Friendship, T. i. Dzhandieri; 
and parishioners of the Cathedral.

After the moleben for the Grand Duchess and her son and heir, and a litiya service for the soul of 
patriarch aleksei ii, the Director of the Chancellery of the head of the Russian imperial house, alexander 
n. Zakatov, conveyed to all those in attendance the thanks of the Grand Duchess for their prayers, 



and extended the warmest wishes of the Grand 
Duchess and the Grand Duke for the new Year 
and Christmas holiday. alexander Zakatov 
related how especially meaningful it was to the 
Grand Duchess that today’s ceremony should 
take place in epiphany Cathedral, at the grave 
of his holiness patriarch aleksei ii, and that 
prayers for his repose should be offered at the 
same time as prayers for her health and that 
of her son and heir. The Grand Duchess called 
upon her countrymen to make every effort 
so that 2017 will be a year of peace, mutual 
forgiveness, and unity on the basis of the 
traditional values that have guided our country 
over the many centuries of its long history.

Then followed a short investiture ceremony. 
alexander Zakatov read several Decrees signed 
by the Grand Duchess, and the King of arms, 
stanislaw Dumin, presented imperial awards to several in attendance. The devices of the imperial order 
of st. anna ii Class were presented to archpriest alexander agaikin. archpriest pavel Koniukhov was 
awarded the imperial medal “anniversary of the nation’s Victory, 1613-2013,” and the Vice-secretary of 
the Board of Directors of the organization “For Faith and Fatherland,” e. V. Veselova, was awarded the 
“imperial Commemorative medal of the 400th anniversary of the house of Romanoff.”

After the investiture ceremony, there took place a fundraising event in the continuing campaign “Gifts 
for the Grand Duchess: Charity,” which coincides annually with the birthday of the head of the Russian 
imperial house. it has been the wish of h.i.h. the Grand Duchess maria of Russia that those who wish 
to mark her birthday not offer gifts to her, but rather make charitable donations to a designated charity. 
This year, the charity is “Russkaya Beryoza,” which provides free housing and other support for families 
of young children from across Russia receiving medical care in moscow. The funds donated during the 
services at epiphany Cathedral will go entirely to support this worthy cause.

This remarkable and festive day closed with a reception in the rectory of epiphany Cathedral, which 
was hosted by his eminence archbishop Dmitrii (Drozdov) of Vitebsk and orshansk, the rector of the 
Church of the holy Great martyr irene in pokrovskoe, in moscow (which is the mission Church and office 
of the Byelorussian exarchate of the Russian orthodox Church in moscow); and by the rector of epiphany 
Cathedral, mitred archpriest alexander ageikin.

For more information about the Russian imperial house,  
see: http://www.imperialhouse.ru/ 


